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How are you really doing?

3

Experts are predicting that employee experience will continue to 
rapidly evolve over the next 18 months and during that time we 
need to be prepared to take an agile approach to measurement. 

2020 was the ultimate catalyst for change for employee experience. We know 
now that remote workers have to be more than a consideration: our employee 
experience needs to be remote-first. 

With 35% of businesses planning to continue to have 50% of their 
workforce working remotely post COVID-19 (Sapients Insight Group Annual 
Survey), now is the time to rethink how we measure the success of employee 
experience; bring in fresh metrics that accurately reflect how all employees 
feel about their individual experience – be that on-site, at home, or both – and 
avoid falling into the trap of using traditional employee experience metrics that 
don’t ask the right questions about the experience of the modern worker.

In this guide, you’ll find new ways to measure employee experience. A 
clear plan, detailing what to do with those results and how to transition 
some of your traditional methods of measurement so that they capture 
accurate results for your remote, hybrid, or location-based employees.

Flexible working was packaged up as a 

privilege to encourage better employee 

engagement, but not a lot of thought went into 

replicating any of the workplace experience 

at home. Many HR leaders did not have a 

strategy to ensure that remote workers felt as 

integrated into company life as the average 

employee who comes into work every day. 

Even less had a mechanism for measuring 

their employee experience at home.
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01REAL-TIME FEEDBACK



In a survey run earlier this  
year, we found that:  
79%  
of HR leaders do not  
collect real-time feedback.

Real-time feedback01

Scenario

One of Adam’s direct reports is transferring to another team, and he needs to 
complete the necessary forms to instigate the process. Adam hasn’t used the 
transfer system for a while; when he first tries to log in, he is alerted that his 
login has expired, and he needs to raise a ticket with the HR helpdesk to request 
a new password. 

Armed with his new password, he logs in again. There are lots of menu options and it 
takes him a few attempts to navigate to the right place. The form he needs to complete 
goes on for multiple pages; there are questions he doesn’t have the answer to; acronyms 
he simply doesn’t understand, and information about his direct report’s new role that he 
will have to obtain from the new manager. Every time Adam inputs the wrong information 
he receives an error message and isn’t able to submit the form.

At this point, Adam is getting frustrated. He’s spent hours on what should have been 
a simple task. The system seems to be working against him and he is tripping up at 
every hurdle. If a pop-up appeared on Adam’s screen at this moment asking about his 
experience with this system, he would probably rate it one star out of five. 

Instead, Adam battles through. After two more tickets into the HR helpdesk and a few 
phone calls, he completes the task and continues with his day. Two months later, during a 
quarterly pulse survey, Adam is asked: ‘Do you think our HR Systems support you in your 
role?’ Adam ticks yes and HR think they’re doing a great job. 
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In a survey run  
earlier this year,  
we found that:  
79%  
of HR leaders  
do not collect  
real-time feedback.

Real-time feedback is largely considered the 
most honest type of feedback you can collect, 
giving you the most accurate picture of how 
your employees feel about any given situation 
and how much it impacts their day. For example:
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Real-time feedback01

Collecting real-time feedback is relatively  
quick to implement with a big potential impact.  
 
You can pick one or two focus areas e.g. employee experience, Systems and 
tools. Working together with your IT team you can implement simple pop-up 
questions that ask your employees to react in the moment e.g. ‘Have you had 
the opportunity to work on projects today that you enjoy?’ That will enable 
your employees to feed back in the context of their current situation, not 
trying to recall past information.

Here are some example questions you can  
use to start your real-time feedback project.

Consider making this data available for managers to see against an employee’s 
profile (where appropriate) so that they can try and resolve any smaller issues 
before they escalate.

Are you finding this tool easy to use?

Have you asked for or do you need help with the task you’re 

attempting to complete?

Has this tool helped you get this task completed quickly?

Do you find it easy to navigate this system?

Do you know how to get help if you need it to  

complete this task?

How often do you use this tool?

QUESTIONS FOR SYSTEMS AND TOOLS

QUESTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

Were you excited to start working today?

Have you spoken to someone outside of your team today?

Are you able to focus on your work in your  

current environment?

Are you sitting comfortably?

Do you feel clear about what you need to accomplish today?
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02ANNUAL AND  
PULSE SURVEYS
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Annual and pulse surveys02

TIP:  
In every survey, include a mix of multiple-choice, and open-ended 
questions. This will both help with survey engagement and enable 
your employees to highlight topics that are relevant to them right now.

Completion rate 
Amount of 
reminders needed 
before completion

Length of answers 
on open-ended 
questions

Annual surveys and more frequent  
pulse surveys were once staples of  
the HR feedback calendar; however, 
recent Forrester research found that 
fewer than one-third of companies 
conduct employee experience surveys 
at least quarterly. 

They were called out as “not the most effective way 

to collect feedback” (HR Today). Send them too often 

and they’re perceived as an interruption to the regular 

working pattern; don’t send them often enough and 

they won’t tap into the issues or successes that 

genuinely impact an employee’s experience. However, 

companies that got this balance right and kept their 

survey rhythm in place found that at the start of the 

pandemic, they were in tune with their employees’ 

expectations and could adapt their crisis management 

strategy based on this data on an ongoing basis. 

Put a survey cadence in place and keep an eye on how well received  
they are by your workforce. Some good metrics to watch include:

Based on this data, you should be able to gauge whether employees are 
getting through the survey as quickly as possible to complete the task, or 
taking time to answer with care.

TIP:  
Try mixing longer annual surveys of approximately fifty questions  
with quarterly pulse surveys of approximately five questions. 
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You may find that some of the questions you included in previous surveys are no longer relevant  
and need some updating. Consider if it makes sense for your business to add a new category that  

focuses on employee experiences outside of the workplace and remote working. 

SURVEY CONTENTAnnual and pulse surveys02

TIP:  
We know that surveys shouldn’t be too long, so if you are going  
to add a new category try to replace questions where you can, and  
if you have to add new questions, keep those to a minimum.

HAVE YOU HAD THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO WORK ON A PROJECT YOU 
ENJOY THIS WEEK?

MAY 2018
MAY 2019

MAY 2020

The output from pulse surveys is most valuable when  
viewed not in isolation but over longer periods of time to  
track improvements and dips in the employee experience. 

Pulling this data into a dashboard that sits within your Worforce Experience Layer/
HR Portal enables you to view trends overtime. If monitored continually, you will 
start to build a picture about where you’re excelling as a department, as well 
as areas you need to focus on. With remote working becoming an increasingly 
important topic, it’s important to get a baseline of data as quickly as possible.
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03INTENT/LISTENING 



INTENT DEFINITION: 
 
Search intent is the term used 
to describe the purpose of a 
search. It’s the reason why 
someone conducts a specific 
search. After all, everyone 
who does an online search is 
hoping to find something. 

Marketers have long been interested in search intent and listening (aka 
reviewing the context within which someone is running a search query).  
The purpose of this is to understand if someone is frustrated, excited, or 
confused when they are searching for something which can in turn have  
an impact on how they view your brand or in this example, your employer 
brand. For example:

If you were monitoring search intent and noticed a spike in search 
queries similar to this, you may want to dig into why your employees are 
apprehensive about returning to work after maternity leave, and if there’s 
anything you can do to ease that transition.

Monitoring intent behind searches is a great way to collect feedback on your 
HR systems in an unconventional way. If your employees are continually 
searching for your maternity policy, or asking specific questions about your 
maternity policy, then that would indicate that either it’s not easy to find or 
it’s not easy to understand. Without running a survey or asking a single 
employee a question, you know that you have some work to do there. 
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Intent/listening03

Search query ‘How long can I take off for maternity leave?’ 

has different connotations to ‘Do I have to come back  

after maternity leave?’

TIP:  
In the consumer world, voice search is on the rise. With this, we’re seeing 
the construct of searches becoming more conversational and the queries 
becoming longer, giving us more clarity and context. Consider enabling 
voice search in your HR technology systems to improve the digital employee 

experience and give you more insight into search intent.
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Intent/listening03
How can you start listening and capturing intent? 
Review the app marketplace on your HR system or Workforce Experience Layer and see if  
there are any search intent apps you can plug in. A more manual process would be to ask your  
IT team to export search queries run over a certain time frame and filter to spot patterns or themes.
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04PERFORMANCE  
REVIEWS/121 CHECK-INS



We all know that the singular annual 
performance review should be a thing of the  
past and replaced with regular feedback 
sessions between managers and their direct 
reports (last year, Gallup reported that only 
14% of employees strongly agree that their 
performance reviews inspire them to improve). 

This advice has never been more significant. With workforces being 
distributed across multiple locations and check-ins, for the most part,  
taking place virtually, it’s important these conversations become more 
frequent and more structured. Managers will not be privy to the social 
cues that help paint a picture of an employee’s overall experience e.g. they 
can’t see exchanges within the team or employee reactions.

As well as establishing a structure for the check-in itself, it’s important to 
create a mechanism for managers to push this information back into HR. You 
can help your managers by feeding them standard questions that correspond 
to the areas your HR department is focused on improving e.g. remote working 
employee experience. They can cover these areas as part of their check-in 
(with scope to expand or evolve as the situation determines).

Performance reviews/121 check-ins04
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Performance reviews/121 check-ins04
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You can use your Workforce Experience Layer together with your 
Performance Management System to capture information from check 
-ins and push it into the HR department via workflows. This will avoid 
creating any additional work for your managers and gives your HR 
department visibility on what’s going on in the business.

GOALS

WEEKLY TASKS

FEEDS INTO PERFORMANCE  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FEEDS INTO HR 
DASHBOARDS

BLOCKERS

SUPPORT NEEDED

HAVE YOU SPOKEN WITH ANYONE OUTSIDE OF YOUR TEAM THIS WEEK?

LEARNING

RATE YOUR HOME OFFICE SET UP 1-2-3-4-5
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05YOUR 2021  
FEEDBACK PLAN
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YOUR 2021 FEEDBACK PLAN
Your 2021 feedback plan05

Review any major changes you have 

made across your organization in the 

past year that will be impacting your 

employees’ experience 

Identify the different channels you 

want to use to gather feedback on 

these areas

Real-Time Feedback

Annual/Pulse Surveys

Search/Intent Data

Check-Ins

Pull all this data into a single view 

or dashboard that sits within your 

Workforce Experience Layer so 

that you can get a bird’s eye view 

of overall performance, export 

reports and review dashboards in 

board meetings, therefore spotting 

any dips or anomalies easily

Pick one or two areas you 

want to focus on improving or 

gathering baseline data for (e.g. 

remote working experience or HR 

technology usability)

Choose targets based on what 

‘good’ looks like for your business 

and your industry1 2 3

4 5
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YOUR ANNUAL  
FEEDBACK TIMELINE

Your 2021 feedback plan05

CHECK
INS

PULSE
SURVEY

PULSE
SURVEY

PULSE
SURVEY

PULSE
SURVEY

ANNUAL
SURVEY

CHECK
INS

REAL TIME FEEDBACK

Mark Whittle, VP of Gartner says “Many organizations are planning to continue—even increase—
investments in 2021 in employee experience and employment value proposition strategies,”  
so make sure you make the right investments based on your employees’ needs using a strong set of data.



See how Applaud can help you deliver seamless employee 
transitions for your organization through our HR-aware 

platform at www.applaudhr.com/platform

www.applaudhr.com

http://www.applaudhr.com/platform
http://www.applaudhr.com
http://www.applaudhr.com

